Differences between pressure-induced densification of LiCl-H(2)O glass and polyamorphic transition of H(2)O.
We perform volumetric measurements of LiCl aqueous solution up to 1.00 GPa in the 100-170 K range, examine the pressure-induced vitrification and densification, and draw the pressure-temperature-volume surface. The pressure-induced vitrification of the solution corresponds to the cooling-induced vitrification of the liquid. We found that the volumetric decrease of glassy solution during the densification is continuous and this behavior depends on the glassy state before the compression. Raman profiles of the glassy solutions before and after the densification are similar. In contrast, the polyamorphic transition from low-density amorphous ice (LDA) to high-density amorphous ice (HDA) is discontinuous and their Raman profile before and after the transition is distinct. These results suggest that the densification relates to the structural relaxation and differs intrinsically from the polyamorphic transition. Furthermore, the densification of HDA is observed under high pressure, suggesting that very high-density amorphous ice (VHDA) may be the densified HDA. In order to recognize a polyamorphic transition under a non-equilibrium condition correctly, evidence of not only large volume change but also some distinct structural changes in glassy state is necessary.